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NIANLI: Mind Power Healing 

Harness your power to master your own health 

Instructor: Jeff Simonton 

 

Qi Cultivation Technique 

 

Practice the sequence below for five minutes per day until you are able to create and feel sensations of 

warmth in your lower belly (lower dan tian). You can use this meditation ongoing as a simple way to 

treat areas of concern or pain the body.  

A) Hold your hands at chest height with palms facing each other 

1) Picture a white balloon between your two palms 

2) Begin inhaling and exhaling into the balloon 

3) As you inhale feel your hands pull closer together; as you exhale feel the balloon expand 

and push your hands apart 

4) Stop breathing into the balloon and picture it beginning to spin between your palms.  Use 

your hands to make the balloon spin faster. 

 

B) Let the balloon slowly stop spinning.  Use your hands to guide the balloon down and picture 

pushing the balloon right through the naval into the lower dan tien. 

1) Use your mind to make the balloon spin in your dan tien (lower belly region)  

2) Make the balloon spin as fast as you can – try to notice any sensation of warmth in the 

lower dan tien 

 

C) Use your hands to guide to balloon to any area of sickness, discomfort or pain in the body.  If you 

have no area of discomfort you may leave the balloon in the lower abdomen.  (* People with high 

blood pressure should avoid directing the balloon to the area of the head as this may cause blood 

pressure to rise) 

1) Picture the balloon spinning as being pure white 

2) Imagine the balloon slowly turning from white to black as it gathers up all the illness in 

your body 

3) Make the balloon spin as fast as you can 

4) Keep the balloon spinning and now picture it getting lighter and lighter until it has finally 

returned to being pure white again.  All the sickness in your body has been destroyed. 
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D) Use your hands to guide the balloon back to your lower dan tien 

1) Keep the balloon spinning in your dan tien for approximately one minute 

2) Gradually use less of your conscious mind to keep the balloon spinning and just lightly 

focus on your lower dan tien region 

 

E) Close  

1) Rub hands together until your palms feel warm.   

a) Men – rub palms down face 9 times 

b) Women – rub palms down face 8 times 

 

 


